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MICRO TRAK CONTROLS 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

01514 2” FLANGED FLOW METER 

MICRO-TRAK 2” Flanged Flow Meter 

Glass-filled nylon 

Rating: 10 to 100 GPM (38 to 380 lpm) 

175 PSI (13-bar) max 

The MT-2405F II offers 5 Boom Control that provides the target application rate in one display, the second display allows the 

option to select between several monitored display functions: speed, distance, tank level, flow rate per minute and area per hour 

plus 3 separate gallon counters and acre counters with independent resets. 

NEW FEATURES! 

Designed for use with existing boom control switches 

Custom harness kits available to update manual sprayer control systems 

STANDARD FEATURES 

On-the-go rate adjustment  

New dual display readout provides uninterrupted application rate numbers  

Heavy-duty console with built-in boom controls for up to 5 separate boom sections  

Flash memory for simple customization 

Built-in capability for future VRA  

Records area and volume in 3 independent counters so individual jobs can be tracked  

Tank counter shows amount remaining in tank  

Enhanced reliability, precision and accuracy  

Push-button auto/manual feature for spot treatments  

Minimum flow feature to ensure proper application pattern as ground speed slows to extremes 

Precise rate control regardless of field conditions  

Flow based control  

Controls electric and hydraulic valves/motors  

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

01226 MT-2405F SPRAY CONSOL 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

01425 ASTRO 5 GPS SPEED SENSOR 

The Astro GPS Speed Sensors are a direct replacement for magnetic wheel speed sensors or radar guns and can interface to 
most brands of monitors and controllers. 

The magnetic mount bracket is standard and allows for quick installation and easy transfer from one vehicle to another. 

Optional mount kits are available. 
Not affected by crop canopies or adverse ground conditions. 

Improve productivity and efficiency! 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

17140 1-1/2” FLANGED SERVO VALVE

MICRO-TRAK 1-1/2” Flanged Servo Valve 

Glass-filled nylon 

150 PSI (10-bar) max 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

01590 ROADMASTER 

The RoadMaster is an electronic control system that can help you operate more cost-effectively by providing the 
information you need to maintain proper application rates of liquid de-icer, anti-icing chemicals, and dust 

control. 

Four Operating Modes 

Built-in VRA/AVL Communications 

Extensive Downloadable Data List 

Keylock Switch 

Built-in Alarm Messages 

Emergency Stop

BEST SELLER 




